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INTRODUCTION TO NORD-i DOCUMENTATION

Summarizing the development of NORD-i may give a coarse idea of
the structure of the documentation.

The first step in the design process was to decide the number of pro-
grammer oriented registers and the instruction format and repertoire.

The next step was to draw flow diagrams of all instructions. Part of
this work is also the design of CPU -arithmetlc and timing control
(Time Counter and Cycle Counter).

To translate the flow diagrams into logical equations is a straight for-
ward mechanical work, and the equations may be regarded as a re-
writing of the flow diagrams.

The last step. drawing of logic diagrams, is even more straight forward.
The problem at this stage consists of distributing circuits on circuit
boards and definition and labelling of subsignals.

The basic operation of NORD-i is illustrated in the figure below.
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SA1 = 0:

SA1 =1:

shift the D-register
shift the A-register

No shift direction specified means left shift.
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Same as example 1

same as example 1

Reset Shift Counter (SC) and the h -

(SA1).
p ase control flip flap

5, the number of places to be shifted. is transferred
from the H-register to the shift counter via the main
arithmetic (required by floating point instructions).
(HEl, BD, S88).

If SA1 = 1 the shift counter is decremented.

Complement the phase control flip-flop.

If SA1 = 0 shift the D-register one place to the left.
(DE1,IL. ID, DSZ, DXi).

IL enables left shift of IE. ID makes the output of the
arithmetic equal to the IB-input and DXi selects A15
as input to DO. The discarded bit (D15) is transferred
to the link flip-flop M.

If SA1 : 1 shift A—register one place to the left (AEi.
IL, ID, ASS, DXi). In this case DXi selects M as
input to A0, and the discarded bit (A15), which has
already been transferred to DO, replaces the previous
content of M.

If the content of the shift counter is not zero go back to
SC - i + SC. This is controlled by the Time Counter
control signal BACK (BKi), which repeats pulses
t8-9-10-ii the required number of times, ten in our
case, five for each phase.

same as example i














































